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ABSTRACT 
the Fisher Randomization Test is a powerfu.1 nonparametric· test• 
However, the calculations involved irt performing the test become 
unwieldy unless the set of difference data is small. -~. -~-, 
The test involves a set of difference data and an associated alge-
braic sumo The usual null hypothesis assumes the sign assignments to 
. 
:.: . ··.-.. ~~.,,., ... , .. ·v . ' 
'. ,, 
' ......... '·"•' • ... ,·,.11·.,, ....... ,, __ . ..,., .. :,,, 1·:.·r.. , "'t r;:-·..-..C'"'~-' · ............... a 
be random. To· test th:ts· hypothesis, all possib·te· sign assignments gre 
given to the data with each resulting algebraic sum being compared in 
magnitude wit:h tt1e observed algebraic sum. The number of sums which 
are as extreme or more extreme than the observed sum are used to 
determine the probability of randomness. 
' 
, N 
The number of possible sign assignm ·nts increases as 2 , so t-hat 
as N becomes larger, the calculayio1:~, ecome unmanageable. The method 
K..c>''•' _,..,__. 
of solution consisted of developing algorithms and testing these 
algorithms on an IBM 1620 computero The first two algorithms developed 
produced valid results, but were rejected because of computer running 
time considerations. These algorithms utilized a binary counter to 
generate sign assignments for the data. 
The final algorithm is based on a combinatorial concept. This 
algorithm is quite efficient and makes computer solution to problems of 
larger N feasible. 
\: 
. . -- -










'• ·- '•''' I 
'~"; .... :·,..;c~~ ..... ,~,~.~,OL~Jl .. ~--·.~.:.,~~.,~ .. -.~~-··:. Randomization tests are nonparametr:ic te.s't]~'~: .. wfi}¢.Ji -~9t. · only ·. 
•, . 
}~·,. ' 
have practical value in the analysts of research data but also 
have heuristic value in that they help expose the underlying 
nature of nonparametric tests in general [1]. 
The partict1lar Randomization test considered in this thesis is 
often called the Fisher Randomization Test For Matched Pairs. 
.. 
Rationale and Method ' -
.. 
Consider a set of paired data. Each pair, (A B)1, have experienced 
similar environmental conditions. One member of the pair, say B, has 
received a treatment of so~ sort while the other member has not. Let 
Ai and Bi represent some form 9f measurement such as length or weight. 
By using· the Randomization test, we wish to draw some conclusion per-
taining to the effects of the treatment. If Bi is subtracted from Ai a 
set of differences result which we will call the di's. 
Each di will have a negative or positive sign depending upon the 
respective magnitudes of Ai and Bi. Our null hypothesis is that the 
treatment was not effective. We may state H0 another way: the treatment 
was not effective and therefore all sign assignments associated with the 
di's are equally likely. If the null hypothesis is true, then there are 
2N equally likely outcomes. In order to test H0 against some "1 we cal-
culate a test region which will consist of the percentage of possible 
outcomes which yield a ;:di more extreme than or as extreme as the observed 
Edi• The test region is then compared to a significance level,and if the 
test region is the smaller we will reject the null hypothesis of no 
treatment effect. 












of the same number of samples, namely, 2N. However, this test sug-
t 
' ,# ~' '' ' . I ' 
.... :.~---·-'··--···- .... _ gests direction so that we are interested in the percentage of extreme
 
;:,:• ~::·".':'-~::'·::~~~:~':~•'-~·:;'• -"~"',."';'- • ,. rn••( .• ~ .. , .. .. ' ·.f" I , · .. , '( '" " l.;,' I . ' 
.. 
.. - ..........__..__ ..... :... . 
.. ,.· ""•.-- -.~----------·-· -
. 
~ -~ 
td1's in one direction, positive or negative. 
... 
• L-,~ • ... O· •--- ...- •p ............. _ -· >·• ··-··-•O, o•O .. .. 
When a t,vo-tailed test is called for \Ve are interested in the 
-extreme outcome of ~di at both positive and negative ends of the distri-
bution of ~di's. 
Summ~y of_ Procedure - ,.. . -·- . 
~ ...... .-...... :..~ .... • I·-; .. -· "" ~-..,.. •. ._.·:.r1.""Cf• ~,.. ... ., 
•-·-·-- .. - . 
1. Detennine the algebraic sum of the observed d1's. 
2. Determine the number of possible outcomes under Ho: 2N. 
3. Determine a significance level for H0 • 
4. Calculate th~_,~mber of ~di's of different sign assignments which 
' 
yield a sum more extreme than or as extreme as the observed 
uli; if test is two-tailed, treat each ~di as an absolute value. 
5. ·Divide the result of the last procedure by 2N in order to obtain 
the test region. 
6. Compare the test region to the significance level and reject Ho 
if the test region is the smaller. 
Under certain conditions this test is the most powerful of the 
various nonparametric techniques; however, due to the cumbersomeness of 
the calcul~~ns it becomes unwieldy when N exceeds, say 12. Efforts 
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 




, . ., .. \,, -•"'.,,' 1,.,.n:•• " 
I 
tn, or<ler ·to perform the Fisher ···aii'1idom;iz·at':fon.,.Test~'; t;he' 'p"robabl'l;itf' '"' !' ··.::::::;;;,:~:::,:,,.·.· .. , 
. ---a1~ ... ··~· ·.· -. 
~- ... 
. ·' 
under H0 must be detennined .... There are 2N possible outcomes for rdi 
when all possible sign assignments are considered. Of the 2N possible 
outcomes the ~dits, which yield a 
observed fdi, must be idenfified. 
~..:..., .. _._._ .. - -. \ , 
sum equal to or greater than the 
/.+ 
When N is small the pro~lem is 
' . 
0, 
manageable, but as N becomes larger, the .test becomes ... unwieldy .... .For 
example, if N = 13, the number of possible outcomes is 213 = 8,192. 
As N becomes increasingly larger, the number of possible outcomes 
increases geometrically so that for N = 20 the number of possible out-
comes is 1,048,576. The problem then is to devise a method of iden-
, , 
tifying the extreme Ldi's. The method must be exhaustive and nonrepet-
itive. Furthermore, the calculation time must be reasonably short. 
The nature of this problem suggests the use of a computer; there-
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,;1· ' II I \-\ 
Consider a set of difference data: 
l " ....... 1 , 
"• ••• •- ''''" ,.. .......... ., 1••,L'tM\~• ·••-·•-.· I _w.,,. . ,. ·-·· 
The algebraic sum of the observed d1's in this case is equal to, 
!di+ da + d4 + d5 ) - (d2 + de). Let SA be the absolute value of the 
. ·-- . 
algebraic sum. There are 2!3 possible sign assignments which can be 
given to this data, one of \vhich ,vill be the observed assignment.· A 
different sign assignment might be: 
or: 
For a two-tailed test, the sign of the sum has no significance and 
therefore, a magnitude comparison ,vould be made between SA and the 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
~di of assignment (3.1). The Edi of (3.2) will be opposite in sign 
but equal in rnagni tude ,vhen compared to the Edi of (3 o 1). For each 
possible sign assignment, there is a complementary sign assignment which 
will yield a rcti of equal magnitude and opposite sign. Configurations 
(3 .1) and (3 .2) are exan1ples of complementary sign assignments. Due to 
the complementary characteristic of sign assignments, it is only ceces-
sary to evaluate 2N-l sign assignments if these 2N-l sign assignments do 
not contain complernentso The 2N-l evaluations will identify the test 
region for one tail, if a two-tailed test to be used, this region must 
be dcubled. 
The following rationale led to a method of assigning signs to a 
set of di 1 s without complen1ents for t~e first 2N-l assignments. 
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advanced by unit increments: 
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FIGURE 1. Binary Counter (N = 4). 
•.i. 
'I 
Referring to Figure 1, the binary counter exhibits the following 
desirable characteristics: 
1. The first 2N-l counts contain no complements while each count 
within the remaining 2N-l bas a complement within the first 
2N-l counts. 










the 2N counts. 
. N'. N"\ N "'\ N" 
That is 2N = (o) + (~1) + • • • + \.N-1) + \.N) • 
These cl1aracte·ristics together with the preceding ration.ale were 
utilized in writing a program for the IBM 1620 computer. 
; .~ ... 
.. 
,. .. . :· a-:-' ·- --~ -
.--- ....... ·..:·-..·~1.~~·-"4;.,,_. __.,;_.- i,.....;....-~·, :~ •, ~. · •. -~ ,-·',i.i•t~4! "--
·,, 
:•· .... : 
'1 
INITIAL PROGRAM AND ALGORl'lllM #1 
A computer program for identifying the ~d1's was written tor the 
---·· ··-·· ··-·---- ·--- ~-~--:· •---, 
IBM 1620. The logic of this program is most clearly described in the 
fonn of an algorithm. 
Algorithm #1 
' STEP 1-. Take the algebraic sum of the difference data, (d1 's), 
-·.- ... -~-n-•IT-~and convert to· an absolute quantity, (SA). '. 
STEP 2. Make all signs of the di's positive. 
STEP 3. Without regard to magnitude, arrange the dt's in a row, 
.. ·· 
STEP 4. Associate each di with a position of a binary counter 
i. e C J d1 : • • • 
STEP 5. Set the binary count to zero. " Add 1 to the greater 
" than count. 
STEP 6. Advance the binary counter by one and take the.sum of 
the l's covered di's. Assume this sum to be negative and add to it the 
sum of the O's covered di's which are taken as positive. Compare the 
tt 
absolute value of this sum to SA and if greater, add 1 to the greater 
" ,, " than count. If the sums are equal, add 1 to the equal to count. 
STEP 7. If 2N-l assignments have been evaluated, the identification 
is complete; otherwise, return to STEP 6. 











































Binary Count #0 
Binary Count #1 
Binary Count #2 































• • • 
• • • 
'.I' 21 20 
da da d1 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • 0 0 0 
• • • 0 0 1 
• • • 0 1 0 
• • • 0 1 1 
•. . • • • .•: 
• • • • • • 
•• • • • • • 














(dN + dN-1 -1- • • • + ~ + da· + d1 ) 
I 
(dN + dN-1 +. • • + ~ + da) - (d1 > 
(dN + dN-1 + • • • + d3 + d1) - (da) 
(dN + dN-1 + • • • cia ) - { d2. + d l ) 
•, 
(dN) - (dN-1 + dN-2' + .. • • ·+ d2+ d1) 
I -






~~= ":.\.:·;_-- -~ ' ~ . ;~~t~~~"';';Jh~, 
., ....... ,, , I • , •• 
I -....--
'I 
Results of First Computer Run 
Algorithn1 #1., when run on the IBM 1620 computer, produced a 
solution for 15 data parts in approximately 15 minutes. An effort 
was then made to decrease this rt111ning time. Referring to Figure 2, 
it can be seen that for each change in the binary coun~, a complete 
enumeration of all di's should not be necessary. This is because the 
bits of the binary counter are changing at different frequencies. By 
dividing the counter into two regions, one region where each di is 
enumerated for each addition to the counter, and a second region where 
enumeration is done only when the binary addition has effected bits 
within that region, add time is decreased. 
With this change incorporated in the computer program, the running 
time for 15 data parts decreased to about six minutes. 
• A large part 
of this computing time was still caused by the multiple additions for 
each change of the binary count. At this time, it seemed advisable 
to try different approaches which might solve the problem with fewer 
redundant additions and thus decrease the computing time. After furthe
r 
investigation, a different algorithm was formulated. This second 
algorithm incorporates a binary counter as in algorithm #1; but has 
other significant differences. 
" . ---·····-·---
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-·· ·_'. _'~.,:!:.~t'~·-..,.,_~ .... ,-1.,-·-·: 
.DEVELOPMENT OF ALGORl'DIM #2 
,. "" 
' , . 
.. ____ ··-.. -.. 1.tL.Figu_re ·2 ·-the firs-t:: ~-~~-~t~·.·produce-s·--a-· td-1L which .ts equal to 
... ' • '• • ••·. - ··•~. ... • -' ' • ~ / ' •• r - "' ~ 
dN + d N-1 + • • · + d4 + % + d~ - di. , 
Which is equal to 
\ 
- - ' -- •• • - : • ,,;N 
l .. ·• I. 
·The second count produces a Edi which is equal to 
<' -,-:i), 
... 
which is equal to 
Similarly, the third count produces a ~di which is equal to 
Examination of these results shows a recursive relationship to be 
present, for if we let the tdi of Count #0 = Gt then the first count td1 
may be expressed as 
Gt - 2c\ , 
the second count as 
Gt - 2c\ + 2c\ - 2~ , 
and the third as 
Gt - 2~ + 2di, - 2~ - 2(\ • 
The ref ore, a( difference table may be set up where; 
Di = - 2di 
D2 - 2di 2d~ - -
,· 
., 

















Referring to Figure 2 and employing the difference table, the results 
of the binary count become: 
•· - --· .~ - .... - ., ',,_ ·- ~ .... --·-··--·-··-·· ... _____ .... . --n ___ ._ .. , -·L ' • 
. '" . . . -, . . ' ... ' 
Count #0 = Gt 
Count #1 = Gt + Di = [td1 Count #0] + Di 
l:d1 Count #2 = Gt + Di + D2 = f ~di Count #1] + Da 
I:d1 Count #3 = Gt + Di. + D2 + I\ = [td1 Count #2] + Di 
Given a set of difference data, +2, -3, +l. 
' Let : di. = 2 ' d2 = 3 ' els = 1 
DJ. = -2<1,. = -4 
D2 = 2~ - 2d2 = -2 
D3 = 2(\ + 2~ - 2cJa = +8 
.... ! "' ., L .' 1.,•'. 
<. 
The Edi's for various sign assignments can then be evaluated by 
arranging the D1's above a binary counter and associating the rightmost 
one appearing in the counter to its respective Di .as shown in Figure 3. 
+8 -2 -4 Results 
• • • 
• • • 
0 0 0 6 - ~ + d~ + di -
0 0 1 2 - da + d::, - d1 
0 1 0 0 - ~ - d2 + dl 
0 1 1 -4 - els d2 - d1 -
1 0 0 +4 - -~ + d2 + d1 -
1 0 1 0 -- -~ + d2 - d1 
1 1 0 -2 -- -~ - d2 + d1 
1 1 1 -6 -- -% - d2 - d1 
FIGURE 3. Evaluation of Edi's by employing a difference table. 
Analysis of Algorithms #1 and #2 
This algorithm \Vas programmed with a resulting running time of 






















,., ______ .._.. 
--. 
••···- .. ~.r-.. •-· 
15 parts. The reduced time is due to the elimination of mult~ple 
·- '• '"' 
... ,,, .... ' 
.. ' . ' . 
additions per binary count. 
Although these ·algorithms produced the desired solution in a 
reasonable time, -the following serious deficiencies were kno,vn to 
exist. ·'1--l 
1. The algorithms are not sensitive to data characte~istics and 
will, therefore, requi·1.-i/ .. ·the -same computing time for all kinds 
of data which have N parts. 
2. Since the algorithms are not sensitive to data character-
istics the computing times for all data of larger N will be 
too great, that is, the time will double for each unit 
increase of N. For the better algorithm developed thus far, 
the computing time for N = 25 would be about 31 hours when 
nin on an IBM 1620 computer. 
In the past when such calculations were done by hand, some 
advantage was taken of the character of the data to reduce the amount 
of work r3]. An attempt to do the same led to the final algorithm 









DEVELOPMENT OF ALGORITHM #3 
......._ ---
in the previous algorithms a binary counter wa,s used to generate 
the sign assignments for d1's. For each assignment the resulting ~di 
was compared to the observed I::di. It was also sho\Vn that of the 2N 
possible assignments only 2N-l had to be generated because of comple-
ments. Due to complements there are as many negative ~di'S as 
positive. If the assignments were generated so that the resulting 
tdi's were unidirectional, say positive, we could say that a Ed1 did 
not fall into the test region for one of two reasons: 
1. A feasible number of negative signs were assigned to 
prohibitively large data parts. 
2. Too many negative signs were assigned to the data parts. 
These observations were utilized in the development of algorithm #3. 
Rationale; Algorithm #3 
Suppose we have a set of difference data, -di , -d2 , d3 , d.i; where 
di ~d2 ~ ~ ~ <4, and Ldi is positive. Then clearly, of the possible 
sign assignments, only assignments which contain 2 or less negatives 
can possibly yield a positive Ldi within the test region. For this 
simple example we are interested in the assignments which contain no 
negative signs, one negative sign or two negative signs. We may 
extend this reasoning so that in general there will be a limited number 
of negatives in the feasible assignments. This reasoning leads to a 
combinatorial concept. To employ a combinatorial concept to our simple 



























These combinations could then be used to generate feasible sign assign-
.lllents. 
... ,., ,. ,. (- '.r ..... , '··':o-t ', 
.., ' ·1 · •• ,. " 1 I 1 • ;'"'" i .. ,, ·,·/, , , , , I, 
·-, I".-..~ ,\II' ,'' ~ ' 
,' 
-·~-·-··- -· •.·~· 
- • -· -
·-·~-.-... .




In order to n1ake possible the assignment of signs in a combina-
torial fashion, a. combination generator was programmed on the computer. 
This generator produces all combinations of r l's and n-r O's in 
descending order of magnitude. A sample generation of(~) comb~nations 
is s~1own in Figure 4 • The definitions defined in Figure 4 are 
referred to from time to time in the course of this development. For 
the general case,(~). these definitions become: 
Block; the combinations between major transitions. 
Major transition; a change of state which occurs after r-1 one's 
appear at the right-hand end of the combination word. 
d 
Minor transition; a change of state which occurs after X one's; 
(1 ~ X <r-1), have appeared at the right-hand end of the com-
bination word .• 
Combination word; the configuration of one's and zeros which 
represent the combinations. 
The method of generating the combinations is valid for the following 
reason. 
Each combination generated is as large a binary number as is 
possible without causing repetition. Thls means that for any 
(~) the method will generate all the possible combinations without 
repetition. 
The combination generator is used in this algorithm for enumer·ation 
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EXAMPLE OF A BLOCK 
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11 00000111 FIGURE 4 Sample Combinations Generator and Definitions. 
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-indirectly as a sort of framework or concept basis. 
. ·.,. . 
11r··· 
-·--· -·--·-·--·-----·-· - ·-- - -
I • ' ,.J.l • 
,• I Algorithm -#3 ··-·P.ro'cie.dur'e"'"~irid 'Ex'pliina'tl'on~---~···- -...................... ···-- . --- _ .......... ~. 
Given a set of d1's of which some d1's are negative and some are 
positiveo Let the sum of tl1e 11egative d1 's = Kt and let the sum of 
the positive di 's = KNor. Furthermore, let Kt ,nd KNar be absolute 
quantities ....... _ 
Then for the observed d1's the algebraic sum, (AS), becomes 
AS= KNOT - Kt, 
and the absolute sum, (GT), will be 
GI' = KNor + Kt • 
If for·a different sign assignment Kt is decreased by, say 6, 
then KNOT must necessarily increase by fl so that GT is satisfied. The 
new algebraic sum, (AS*), will be 
AS* = KNOT + fl - (Kt - 6); where O < fl S Kt 
= KNOT - Kt + 2 fl 
= AS + 2 fl. 
Conversely, if Kt is increased by fl then 
AS** - KNOO' - /j. - (Kt + ~); where O < ~ s Kt 
-
- KNOT - Kt - 2 ~ -
- AS - 2 fl. 
-
Thus, AS* is greater than AS and AS** is less than AS. From this 
,., ••• ;.;J. 
argument, it can be seen that to identify di's of various sign assign-
ments a comparison can be made between Kt and the sum of negative di's. 
' 
Having established Kt, (threshold constant), the next step is to 
count the assignments containing a single negative that will contribute 
to the test region. This ~s done simply by comparing the magnitude of 
17 
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each d1 to Kt and if less, add one to a "greater than .. count and if 
-~~qual,. add one to an " " equal to count. The following procedure 
,. 
establishes what other combinations must be considered. 
-· 
Rank the data according to magnitude with all di's made positive 
. ""SO that 
FJt,rst· -consider cembi11at·tons··wbich cont·ain~ t·Wtf·'."fiegat .. i·ves--; -----·~ ·· 
Compare (di + d2 ) to Kt and if Celi + d2 ) is not greater, the 
combination is feasible. 
If this combination is feasible, the span of this combination can 
be established by the following method. 
Compare {di + d3 ) to Kt and if (d1 + d-5 ) is not greater, compare 
Celi + d4 ) to Kt. Continue until (di + dK), [where 3 < K ~ N], is 
greater than Kt· The span of the combinations will then equal K-1. 
If a (di + dx) > Kt cannot be found, the span equals N. 
With the span established, compare the sum of the two highest 
d1's within the span to Kto If this sum isles? than Kt, then all 
SP~ 
combinations of ( 2) are less than Kt. 
d " " an added to the greater than count. 
, SPAN'\ 
Therefore,~ 2) is evaluated 
The next step in this case would 
be to perform the procedure with three negatives and then four negatives, 
etc. If, in the case of the 2's evaluation, the sum of the two highest 
di 's, say (d8 __ 1 + d8), is greater than Kt, compare (d8_2 + d8_1) to Kt 
and continue this procedure until a sum, say (ds-3 + ds-2~ is found 
which is not greater than Kto This procedure establishes the number of 
leading zeros which are permissible for the combination. In this case, 
the number of leading zeros will be S-4. Having established the clas-
sification for r=2, the procedure is repeated for r=3, r=4, etc., until 
18 
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' a.11 r is found such that (di + els + • • • + dr) is greater than Kt. 
This classification procedure defines the combinations whtch must 
~\ 
·-· .. -·. ·t;e considered in terms of r, span, and. permiss·ible· leading zeros. 
.-
Numerical example. 
Given a set of difference data, 
-2, -10, -3, -9, +11, 
from which 
Kt = 24 and KNOT = 11. 
•r-..~-~ ;·-··••••llT_...,I ....... ,..,~'·""-. 
Kt> KNOI'. Therefore, interchange the values and let 
Kt= 11 and KNOT= 24 
- ·', ..... 
·d " " n d 1 to the greater than count which takes care of the case of no 
negative assignments. 
Make all the di's positive and compare each di to Kt• The 
d1's, 2, 3, 9, and 10 are all less than Kt, therefore, add 4 to the 
" t than" t grea er coun • 
'' '' The di, 11, is equal to Kt, therefore, add 1 to the equal to 
count. 
The next step is to classify the higher order combinations which 
must be considered. 
Rank the data in ascending order; 
2, 3, 9, 10, 11. 
Determine the span for r=2; 
(2 + 3) < Kt, 
.. : ( 2 + 9) = Ki: , 
/ (2 + 10) > Kt; the ref ore, the span is equal to 3. 
To determine -the permissible leading zeros, compare (3 + 9) to Kt. 
. (3 + 9) > Kt; therefore, there are no permissible 
19 
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The classification for r=2 is therefore, r=2, ·span 1= a1··'permt·s• 
.. : .. 
iible leading zeros= O. 
Next, consider r=3. 
Detennining the span for r=3; 
(2 + 3 + 9) > Kt; therefore, feasible solutions cannot exist for 
r > 2. 
This completes the comparison of singles, and classification of 
combinations for the numerical example. In this example, r=2 was the 
only feasible combination. In general, several combinations will be 
feasible and each will be classified according tor, span, and pennis-
sible leading zeros. 
Reduction of Span 
After establishing the combinations which must be considered, the 
next step is to reduce further these combinations.so that the number 
of iterations will be minimized. The method of reduction is as follows: 
Select a combination which has been classified according tor, 
span, and leading zeros. In terms of the ranked data, the d1 's which 
will be considered will be 
di , • • • , ds ; where s = Span. 
This reduction procedure reduces the combination span by blocks where 
possible. (Refer to Figure 4 where a block is defined). 
For example, consider a classified combination (r, span, leading 
' 
zeros). 
Let r=3, s=8 for this example. 
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contain (r:1 \..2) combinations all of which will generate negative 
assignments less than JCi. · Ther~~ore, (J) = 21 may be added to the 
0 greater than" cot1nt \Vi thout enumeration. 
I Next, compare (d2 + ds-1 + d8 ) to Kt and if less than Kt, add 
"-.;:~) to the "greater than" count. Continue the procedure until a 
(d1 + ds-1 + d5 ) is found which is not less than Kt• 
1_! 
. This procedure reduces the span of- the combinations When possible • 
In tenns of the combination generator, (Figure 4), the reduction has 
the effect of performing a right shift on the leftmost "1" of the com-
bination ,vordo 1be combination ,vord is initialized to the state 
preceding the first major transition at the start of this reduction 
procedure. Therefore, each subsequent right shift will locate the 
end of another block. E.g., referring to Figure 4, the combinations 
at the ends of the first three blocks are: 
1 0 O O O O 1 1 Block 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 Block 2 
0 0 1 0 0 0 l 1 Block 3 
Furthermore, the number of combinations contained in each of 
these blocks is: 
Block 1 =CrJ - 21 -
Block 2 =W - 15 -
Block 3 = (~) - 10 -
When one considers the ranked di's as being associated with the 
' binary positions of the generator, the reduction procedure is more 
easily understood. 
I • fJ· ~ . ; . -- . ,. 
Location of Starting Point 
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-· ~,,·--. 
. . .. .. ". 
· point of the iterations for that block must be located. The procedure 
for locating the starting point is most easily explained by associating 
~-.. :"' .............. -.~ ... .._.;.,.... ___ .... ,._ ... _....... . ......... 
, . .,, 
pt.' 
'=~-
the binary positions of the co1nbination generator to respective ranked 
Suppose the terminal combination of block 1, (Refer to Figure 4) 
. 
does not yield a sum of associated d1's less than Kt• In this case, 
the di's covered by the span are (di, d2 , ••• ds-l' ds). The di's 
cove~ed by. 1' s are d1 , ds-1, and d8 • Then shift the "1" covering ds-1 
one position to the left so that it covers ds~2• The di's which are 
covered by l's now become di , ds-2, and ds. Compare (di + ds-2 + ds) 
to Kt and if (di + ds-2 + d 5 ) is still larger, perfonn another shift 
so that the next sum to be compared b.ecomes (d1 + ds-3 + ds). Con-
. 
tinue this process until a sum is found which is less than Kt. Of 
" " course, a 1 cannot be shifted when the position to the left of the I 
"1" t . ''1" con a1ns a • If this occurred in this example, the next "l" 
available for shifting would be that "1" covering d8 • 
Suppose that in this example the sum which was less than Kt was 
( di. + d2 + d s ) • Then the combination which renresents this sum is . 
A= 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1. 
The next combination is 
B = 1 0 I 1 0 0 0 O, 
and the terminal combination of this block is 
C = 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1. 
Then the number ombinations after A to and including C will be 
equal to 
' w = 15, 
some of which may contain ~~binations less than or equal to Kt. 
All summations of di's covered by "l's" from the beginning of the 
' .,• 
. ~· 
• -.: ·"->:·· . 
· r · z 
,·. ~ ... 
r \~.,., ;. 
'~tf"· 
I~ 
): . . ·, I 
':I I ( . 
\ 
block through and including A ,vill be less than ~. 'Ibis is due to the 
ranking of the di' s and the manner in which the combirtatio·ns are 
generated. 
The number of combinations from the beginning of the block, through 
and including A, will be equal to the total nu1nber of combinations iri 
the block minus the number of combinations from B through the end of the 
block. For this example .. , this wi 1-1. equal=-·-·--···· ________ .··-·.. . . ····- ... .. _. _ . 
···-- .~-· ···- . -- -·-. - ·-- ·-·---· ....... _ .. ·~""(• .~ .... .,..,.._,,.._ ..... - -····,....... 
CI)-(~= 6 
and the ref ore, 6 will be added to the ''gr.eater than" count. 
Iteration Process 
The iteration process for the example will begin with combination 
B. For this process, the combination generator is used. The "l's" in 
each combination are associated with their respective d. 'sand the sum l. 
of the l's covered di's are compared to Kt• For each sum less than Kt 
" ff I the greater than count will be incremented and for each sum equal to 
Kt the "equal to" count will be incremented. An exit occurs when a 
combination yields a sum greater than Kt and the preceding combination 
contained r-2, (in this example r-2=1), l's at the right end of the 
combination word. The rationale which determined this exit criterion 
becomes apparent when the sequence of combinations is studied. 
After an exit from a block occurs, the terminal combination of the 
next block is constructed. The span of this block will be one less 
than that of its predecessor, since it will have one more leading zero . 
.. 
The number of leading zeros is then compared to the pennissible number 
of leading zeros established in the classification process. If the 
leading zeros are permissible, the starting point for iteration is 
located as before. The iterations within blocks occur until the leading 
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zeros following on exit are not permissible. The next combination clas-
.. - • '-'"f 
.... -sification is then selected, reduced, and iterated. \~1en ·all feasible 
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Initial tests \Vere made with the same set of difference data used when 
~--~----
testing algorithms -#1 and.#2. The data used is of historic interest 
in that it represents the results of an experiment performed by 
Darwin [2]. 'lbe difference data from this experiment are 
- -~ - - . ·---·----
' •· .. ~~· ···l!"U-., 
, ... 
+49 -67 +8 +16 +6 +23 +28 +41 +14 +29 +56 +24 +75 +60 -48. 
A so'iution to this problem was obtained in about one minute and 
30 secondso This calculation time was not as short as had been 
anticipated. The algorithm was then re-examined in an effort to 
decrease the computer run time. The following rationale led to a great 
reduction in computing time. 
Forced Transitions 
Consider the iteration routine, where a one to one association 
between the combination generator bits and the ranked data exists. The 
l's covered di's are summed for each combination and compared to Kt• 
This iterative process continues within a block until the exit criterion 
is satisfie~~ 
', 
Suppose the following combination yields a Edi which is greater 
than Kt, 
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 • (7.1) 
Since the associated d 1 's are ranked, the next combination which can 
possibly yield a su~ not greater than Kt will be 
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 (7 .2) 
which is the combination following 
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. 
Therefore, by forcing (7.1) to the state of (7.3) several non-productive 
'1-. .. r .. 
• 
,. 1·terations will 'be eliminated. 
Forced transitions ·have the effect of eliminating ~any combinations 
-
whic~ would yield l:di 's out of the range of Kt. With this change incor-




Calculation Time Considerations 
Since the underlying algoritlun is sensitive to data character-
istics, it is difficult to predict computer nin time for a particular 
set of datao In general, the calculation time for a given number of 
data parts will be directly proportional to the relative size of Kt• 
However, some data may have a relatively large Kt without causing the 
calculation time to be proportionally large. Such is the case where a 
large part of the alpha test region is calculated by adding combina-
torials. 
In some cases a decision may be made on the null hypothesis before 
the calculations are completedo Intermediate results are tabulated for 
this pu1·pose. Thus computing time may also depend on the confidence 
level desired, for if an intennediate result exceeds this level the 
calculations may be terminated. 
Based on tests conducted, the following computing time estimates 
have been made. The tests were made assuming a confidence level of .05. 
If an intennediate result exceeded this level the test was terminated 
' 
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• I "• • 
... i:5 parts .. , 2 digit fields 20 seconds 
r• 
··} 20 pa1~t· s, 
" 
--- . ···-- '' ·-...;....~--· ··-·_- __ .. ,. · .. ·-
.. 7 minutes \ 
25 parts, 2 hours 
These estimates may be used as a guide when it is essential to have an 
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-------A fea~1bi~ alg~rithlll, which maY be USElC:ftO J)erfOl'IJI the Cii1Cti1i"tioiiS" .. - .-----·,--:· ·j 
'.-1~· 
involved in the Fisher Randomization Test, has been developed in this 
thesis. Two other algorithms were developed, but were not considered 
adequate in view of the calculation time involved. However, these 
- ·.t 
algorithms may be useful should further efforts be made in this area • 
. , I \ 
r . 
. -
If a high speed computer were used, the calculation-time would, 
of course, be decreased. However, the algorithm presented could very 
likely be improved upon. The combinations reduction method would 
likely lend itself to improvement; for if the number of iterations 
could be decreased, the efficiency of the algorithm would be enhanced. 
Mention was made of the difficulties involved \Vhen predicting the 
calculation time involved for a given set of data. Investigation in 
this area could very likely lead to a simplified method of detennining 
the test region. 
The method presented will, hopefully, prove benefitial to stat-
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
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Data Input 
The difference data is entered from punched paper tape. Each data 
· part must be five digits in length-. Field definition flags must be in 
the same position for all data parts. The field lengths should be as 
short as possible in order to decrease computing time. Each data part 
on tape must be followed by an end of line chl'.racter. -·-,·-A;·-maximum-·of .... 30-;- ..... ,.,,.,..,. • 
data parts may be processed by this program. 




The switch settings which control the output format are stated in 
the program header. A sample of the output fonnat is shown in Figure 5. 
30 
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HCJ~I ~1ANY DATA PARTS , TYPE 2 DIGITS 15 
DATA RECEIVED ,+49,-67,+8,+1&,+6,+23,+28,+41,+14,+29,+56,+24 
f + 7 5 i, cf"'"60 D =48 
PRESENT ALPHA ONE TAIL= 030517578 TIMES TEN EXP-0 PERCENT. 
PRESENT TIES ONE TAIL= oUOOUUOOU TIMES TEN EXP-7 PERCENT. 
PRESENT ALPHA ONE TAIL~ 033569335 TIMES TEN EXP~O PERCENT. 
PRESENT TIES ONE TA!L c a3U517578 T~MES TEN EXP~2 PERCENT. 
PRESENT ALPHA ONE TA~L c 10138 PERCENTa 
PRESENT TIES ONE TAil c a122U]Oj1 T~MES TEN EXP-1 PERCENT. 
PRESENT ALPHA ONE TAIL~ 20059 PERCENTo 
PRESENT TIES ONE TAIL= o45776j6] T~MES TEN EXP-1 PERCENT. 
PRESENT ALPHA ONE TAIL= 20481 PERCENTo 
PRESF.tJT TIES CJNE TA~l c: o82397Li60 Tl~'lES TEN EXP-1 PERCENT. 
FI tJAL. ALPHA CJNE TA i L c: 20548 PERCENT. 
FINAL TIES ONE TAIL~ .85449218 TIMES TEN EXP-1 PERCENT. 
' 
• 
l'IGURE 5 Computer Output Format 
31 
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THESIS PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING ALPHA REGION AS 
USED IN· RAt'1DQ\1IZATION TEST. ALPHA REG~ON 




. - . ... ----- - ....... ~.. -· .................... . '. 
AND· r·~ ES ARt-···cA[tlJ[A TED ... AND G f\JEt'1 IN :PERCEi~·iAG·ts·,, . -
. .. 




PR I ~J D \tfHEN S\:J 1 ~ s or~ 0 tt110RE FREQUENT PR I NT OUTS 
OCCUR \\ij-lEN SW 2 ~ S ALSO ON o RECE I VEO DAT A IS 
PRINTED ~,EN SW 3 ~S Of'J. 
MARCl~I 27, 1964 Go W. GAARDER • 
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CNCL@ DC@ 10,0 
T·EM~ OS® 5 
STAD@ De@ 5,0 
"f' 
STAB@ De@ 5,1200 
@ OORG@ 102>, 
" 
TEM~ OS§ 5 
PACK@ DSi 1.1~:. 
(% De@ 1,@ 
BINt@ DSi 30 
De@ 1,@ 
TESS@ Os@ 1 













Os@ ./ 2 
OS@ 5 
Os@ 2 
CONG@ Os@ 2 
Rl@ Os@ 2 
R2@ Os@ \ 2 
R~ Os@ 2 
R4@ Os@ 2 
• 
R5@ Os@ 2 
.;;----- ';, 
. , .. 
,f 
.. 
..:..-.... ' ~~ ·.. ,,.--,' ' ,,. '•- I •l ' ... 
' ... · " 
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Ca.1BINATORIAL TABLE FOLLOWS 
3011@ DC@ 8,30000000 







l 8, 14250600 I ~ De@ 
~ DC@ 2,06 
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., ' ., ••• • ....... •-fJII 
- ... ·- 1: 
,._u -·· .e,";~~,1.=·,~-, .... ,,. -'· • . 
' 
'/ 
DC~ 2,05 :, .. 
. .. . . ,~· 
.. !.~ 8,376711,ooo 
. ($ De@ 
<\. 
,.,."! .. @ DC@ 2,06 
@ De@ 8,11840400 
@ De@ 2,01 
.'..• 
@j DC@ 8,31081050 
. 
- t ,,. ~/]v,.),. . ..,. • ·•··-of"IW:.Jlr,, .,,·.;_~; ·~: .. r 1,·...::..:~fl J- ,........... • , , .. ·~·""" \ , r . : ' . . .. . , .. . . ' ..... , . I :;/ ·.:...: .... ;, -.~:.,:.,,.., ~ ... . ,· . ;.. ·: ,·, 
:·-: 
~ De@ 2,07 
.-
: .... 
@ DC@ 8,69068999 
DC@ 2,07 
@ De@ 8, 13123110 
@ De@ 2,08 
@ DC@ 8,2147418o 








27T1@ DC@ 8,27000000 
@ DC@ 2,02 
@ De@ 8,35100000 
@ DC@ 2,03 e 
De@ 8,29250000 
@; De@ 2,04 
~·· 
@ DC@ 8, 17550000 
.... 
""''·~.- .... :-,. .. 
-it~<-·;;~ ,. :. .: 










































































·. -· - ,, ...... 
@ DC@ 2,05 
--- ' '. ·~..,., .',1.·· . 
I .\II ,-i'_. ·;1 ' 
@ De@ 8. 6578oooo · 
@ DC@ 2,05 
De@ 8,23023000 
De@ 2,06 .· . 
De@ 8,65779999 
·I 
De@~ ' • 2,06 
DC@ 8, 15622750 
@ De@ 2,01 
De@ 8,31245500 




@ DC@ 2,07 
@ De@ 8,96576996 
De@ 2,07 
@ De@ 8, 10400599 
@ De@ 2,08 
2511@ De@ 8,25000000 
DC@ 2,02 
@ DC@ 8,30000000 
@ DC@ 2,03 • 
~- l-
@ DC@ 8,23000000 
De@ 2,0~ 





._.:..RI-"-_,._ ,.,--! ,~, .•S. ""·-!- • -• -- -"' • • 
8 DC@ 2,05 
• h .. • • ................... 
. .. 
. .. 
·-·-· ~ n":"~" . 
. 
.. 
. . . 
·-
. ··-
.. . ... 
·---
- . -•. . ... 
· · a-~··53130000· @ De@ 
j - ' ,, -· ,j .. • ...... ~ :..;,.. .:. ~·t"_... ..,......_.;...: 
.... I._... ·· ... .. . .-, · ... -. 
i1 
I 
• 2,05 DC@ ' ::',1 :~ 
@ De@ 8,17710000 .... j' . - •·. ·'~- ..... ·...,.-
@ De@ 2,06 
@ 1oi DC@ 8,48o70000· 
-r··-
I ... - ... 
·t 
-... -·-· ···-· .: ' ........... ,.,.,. ......... ~, - ...... • .. 
DC@ ..·.2,06 @ 
De@ 8,10815750 
De@ 2,07 
@ De@ 8,20429749 
De@ 2,07 
DC@ 8,32687598 
I De@ 2,07 
@ DC@ 8,44513995 
@ De@ 2,07 
@ DC@ 8,52002991 
@ DC@ 2,07 
24T1@ De@ 8,24000000 




@ De@ 2.04 • 
De@ 8,10626000 
De@ 2,05 








~ - ·- -_____ ..,..., -,.-...,. 
-
. - J'.' 
j 
,:i 
@ DC@ 2,05 
::;t 
........... 
"T" • .. 
---.~~ 
... -· .. . - ... .. . . . ~ ................ ·---..,.--·...;,·---~ . ., ......... ' , ·-·--.. , 
... .: 
" '"-~·~-..... -1 •• i 








De@ 2,06 i; ; 





@ DC@ 2,06 
DC@ 8, 7351J7098 -· 
."! ~~ 
. 




@ DC@ 2,07 
', 
I j ·~: 
' 




@ De@ 2,07 I 
De@ 8,27041556 
@ OC(gs 2,07 
2311@ DC@ 8,23000000 
@ DC@ 2,02 
DC@ 8,25300000 
DC@ 2,03 
@ De@ 8,17710000 
De@ 2,04 
@ De@ 8,88550000 
• 2,04 @ DC@ ;' • •• ,' ,' " 
De@ 8,33649000 f. ,, ( ,: 
1 
,, 
@ De@ 2,05 ,, ;i 
--~· 
! 














·,;n --· .. 
.... -- .. 
I De@ 2,06 
@· De@ 8,24515700 - ,;\ '.' 
.• 
.. 
De@ 2,06 ·' 
@ De@ 8,49031400 "' 
'-· '• 
@ De@ 2,06 
@ DC@ 8,81718997 
.-.~ '.~•I ,. 
·-~, .. ~_, "' 2,06·· . @ -·oc@ 
@ De@ 8, 1144o66o 
@ De@ 2,07 
DC® 8,13520779 
@ De@ 2,07 
22TI@ DC@ 8,22000000 
De@ 2,02 
@ De@ 8,23100000 ·' ;t· 
@ De@ 2,03 
De@ 8, 15400000 
@ DC@ 2,04 
De@ 8,73150000 
DC@ 2,04 
@ De@ 8,26334000 
@ De@ 2,05 
De@ 8, 74612999 
@ DC@ 2,05 • 
@ De@ 8, 17054399 
@ De@ 2,06 












































































,, .. , . . ' 
, •c•·,""•-"~~•"-----'""'-"..:'"~,.a.:iJ;li'I t'!~«'i11:-.rf1t'll1l1..·''"'' b' --=• 
- r .. 
I '· be@ 2.06 i 
··" 
.. -..._:..;,-.. :.;..~, 
, . 
. ' 
20T1@ De@ 8,20000000 
De@ 2,02 
@ De@ 8,19000000 
@ DC@ 2,03 
De@ 8.11400000 
~-~ ... 
,· ., ·,\•. r: .. ,- .. ~-~ ._· .. - :.J, __ I • • 1"·'* 
• ,. ;:,.t.. ··- - ' ,. 2,04 
. 
-
, .. __ _. .. _.. @ _, De@ 
@ DC@ 8,48450000 




@ De@ 2,05 
De@ 8,77520000 
De@ 2-05 
De@ 8,, 12597000 
I @ DC@ 2 r,C. I • I ,vv DC@ 8, 16796ooo i 
@ De@ 2,06 
' 
@ De@ a.184756oo 
De@ 2,06 
19T1@ DC@ 8,19000000 
@ De@ 2,02 
• 
DC~ 8, 17100000 
De@ 2,03 
De@ 8,96899999 • 
~~; 
2,03 
',. ' ' .' ·• ., ,·,'' ,, . 
-- - a - DC@ 










' ' ' .... - ,, . 



















8,11628ooo ·--------, - -
DC@ 2,05 
De@ 8,27132000 

































-'----~..,· •..• ,,.. -1""'--• -..-•-·<•,.._'.;+,~i·.· -'··, ·•· ···,;,n 
'·1. • 
,•· ,, ,, .... __ .•. ,'.,,....;1.:.;,·~:y~ •. - ., .. , ., .......... ,, •. J. ,,,,j":\,;'!~'' ••. , .,, -~,'' 1 
,l, 


























"'""-=-=--..: -__ = 
, . 
.... f. ·,.· · .... · ... I 


























. .. ... " . ·--·-.. .. . " .... 
2,05 
-- ·• ....................... . 






































"" .. -/1 . .-· .. ,. ' :' .. , -·, '.', .otci 2,03 




' " ,, ' 
.... ,,.._ ..... 
. ···--·'··;. 
-r· -·· . 
@ 
oe® ·· --- .. ··-- .. 8, 18200000 · _...:.. ____ .,,,. . ' 
2,04 -l . 
.. . . ------ . -----· 
·@ De@ -8,4 368oooo 
~ .. - - .. .. •. 
. ----~-·-·. ~-· --- --------- - -- .. - --
@ DC@ 2,04 .... ~ 
@ DC@ 8,8oo79999 :l":'w':" I 
., I 
:. 9 
@ DC@ 2,04 
< .D 
• LJ 
De@ 8, 11440000 
De@ 2,05 
@· DC@ 8,12870000 
@ De@ 2,05 
1511@ DC@ 8,15000000 
@ DC@ 2,02 
... 
@ De@ 8' 10500000 . 
@ DC@ 2,03 
@ DC@ 8,45500000 
I De@ 2,03 
De@ 8,13650000 
@ DC@ 2,o4 
@ De@ 8,30030000 
@ DC® 2,04 
@ De@ 8,50049998 













































































































































































·-- -·:-·~-----~._,;.!'-···--· :·~·.;......;., ....... ; .. ··-·._..,;:_,_,.~ ~ ,..,. ..... --.. ~-
. , . ~ 
," : .·. . . .' . . ------ --
• 
. . . . . . 
,. .. ,,,.,~,,,a,•·~·~- ·.~.-0L0 ~~0,-' ,~,.,.,, .• , ,,, •• 
,,, 
.. 
@ DC@ 2,03 
•. 
'o/j.( ' 
. . ···-~ , \ . .. . (It' . . 
. ·, ' ·f • 
'.I/ . ~·- "· .;.: - ' 
8,21000000 @ DC@ 
,_ 
., 
@ DC@ 2,03 
-@ . De@ 8,25200000. 
@ DC@ 2,03 
9T1@ De@ 8,90000000 
.-....... ,:""'-""'""-''1'""""" , ..,. .•. ,.·.- ,, . ..,,.. .. ,,..,.,.. .. ,, .:...,.,,.t,_, "''@'· ,,, . --.. ~ 
-·,~ .... , .... ~ , . . ·oe©·, .-, . 2,01 : ... ·' 
@ De@ 8,36000000 
@ DC@ 2,02 
@ De@ 8,83999999 
@ DC~ 2,02 
~ 
.. 
@ DC@ 8,12600000 
@ DC@ 2,03 
8TI@ DC@ 8,8ooooooo 
@ DC@ 2,01 i'. 
@ De@ 8,2&)00000 
@ De@ 2,02 
@ DC@ 8,56000000 
@ DC@ 2,02 
@ DC@ 8,70000000 
@ D~ 2,02 
7T1@ DC@ 8,70000000 
~ De@ 2,01 
@ DC@ 8,21000000 
.~ @ DC@ 2,02 
~ De@ 8,34999999 
51 
. ' 
" ·~ ,.:J.•."·.::.?•:··- '.>.' -1- ,._,-_,..• .• •o.,, .. .,'." ... ~~;.,<,.1, .. ~---L.,,,,_.,.~,,,._._ . , .-, ~. ----.... -11111.111111111111.11. _________________ ...,.....,.....~ 
' .. ,. -- . ···--···'"·"""~--,-~···-..... -- ·····-· 
~1:··.·11',.l:-:~·._;·;,--: :·c-, -
-"·•:i-·,.-.. "11.. .. . ....... , ....... ··-····'~ ... ~--.~, .. @ ..,. ..... I)(,@ 2,02 · • • ":1 .. 
·~ '. 
---··-- ···-· --- ·-----.. --·-- ---.. -· ... . . 
6Tl@ De@ 8,60000000 





@ De@ 8,15000000 
@ DC~ 2,02 
@ DC@ 8,20000000 
-
.-,-:,~, .......... 1 ... i..-
@ DC@ 2,02~ 
-
511@ De@ 8,50000000 
l (<Y DC~ 2,01 ) 
1 
\ 8,10000000 @ DC@ 
@ DC@ 2,02 
4Tl@ DC~ 8,40000000 
@ DC@ 2,01 
DC@ 8,60000000 
@ DC(s 2,01 
311@ De@ 8,30000000 
@ DC@ 2,01 
211@ De@ 8,20000000 
@ oc@ 2,01 
111@ De@ 8,10000000 
1 
' 
r @ DC@ 2,01 
@ DC8 1,@ 
., 
* 
END OF COMBINATORIAL TABLE 
! 
@ SEND 
MANTC@ De@ 8,o 







l' ·52 !,, 
f ·i, 



















































































.. ,.. .;..:. -~~-·'!"''., 
' 
,PRESENT ALPHA ~E TAIL •@ 
taJ 
' . ,._/ 
, PERCENT.@ 
, PRE SEi'~T TI ES ONE TA IL • @ 




.:. .. ...,~-.. -
;'.I 
-


































































• .. -••_" ~•"' • ~-· -- .. •.._-., ..... •: ,._ •• ' .•• '~'1"• .,., • •., . , ' • ..._ I,'.•·-··<":· -• . - • . . ' . • • . • TFCS ·· · Kr'JOT $1 K·CtR~,~·~· ·-· · , ~ ........ ·-···-~·,,.;·~.· 
. ~ 







G CC i, , S)9 :> 1 0 11 
STIN,DATA+5 
DATH,0,9 




































• I • 
·-· - ·- '...;. 
·~"·-- .. ! , ... _, .• , ... ,·· . - . 
I 
/. 








































































































... ······ --- .. -· ·•·-- -- SE·T· -ADDER SEPARATER - . . . - -·-- .. - --~ - - ....... ,.".;-.-~ ,.. .. ......... :.. ........ ·-.. .. ... . - ~ .: :. ·-
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.,· .... ~~- :·; .... ..;.; ......... : :_ :-~~--~·-~--:"""':'.···:-• ·.··- __ ·- .. , . ··- ; ... _ . . .-.. \ ; ... -_.,: . -~ :;-• ·-:--'.;..·---·-·------·-·· ' .. ,....; 
-~ 
• .. • 
. - . ·· .. - ·. :-:;,···"'··-- ~- ... :-.•i·~~-:--,.'. .. ··: .. =--;;-~·-~::~~~--:~:...._.=--_. ;•;..''~!';.:' '-·· :--*':~ - .. ·_:t/::.r::..~-~-
. ~ . 
... ..--..... ..;.. • ..... ~ .. :::·--~~-----~".";~ ·--.• -.--~ ....... ~ .---;;' ·'.-.....-~~ ..... --.~~.lil~ ••. " ..... _ ..... --1. 


















* SET UP DIFFERENCE TABLE 
57 

























































!1;t.W1\>l!I!~ .. """ .. "'-·--·-'•·'··-' ·-·-· - •. ; - ,._ .. r.•'-·'•J -,·,•-,-~- ·.-~---"~ -·,-· - •. ~---- ··-----.,.., •••• ' .... , •• _., •••• -,- •. .,. •. - ... 
•· 
* CALCLLATE DIVISOR AND CONVERT TO FLOATING 
@ TDM@ MCNT,2 
A 11@ SM@ TEM2, 1, 10 
@ CM@ TEM2 1 0,10 
lS BNH@ A13 
A12@ A@ MCNT ,MCNT 
@ B@ A 11 




























.. , ___ 
' 
~ 


















TEM2 9 ECNT+1 




TEM2, 10, 10 
-TEM2 
TEM2, 10, 10 
-TEM2 
... Cc»4PARE SINGLES TO KT 
@ TF@ TEM4,STIN 
@ A~ GCNT 0 l,10 
Al~ c@ KT,-TEM4 
@ BL@ •+60 l~ 
@ BE@ *+36 
@ AM@ GCNT,1,10 
@ BC$ *+24 
@ AM@ ECNT,1,10 
@ CM§ TEM4 0 DATA 
@ BE@ A18 
'1 
@ AM@ TEM4,5,10 








• • . -·-· ·-' -.,,-.,,--,_. ..... ,c., ..................... ,:.<.,.,, ... _,,. .•.. -;,,;:, --·- -,. , •··" ·-- ----'";., ,,..__,_ .. 1~,.,.- ........ :~-·,on!,,•·i"!:~ <.".eJ.oi:-,t~IIJ....-;.~~V~~,1":l·-·•-~.'1>!._.,.._,_,,_,,_,.,,~,- """r·,:---,---;,. .. -... ,._ -. ,.., .. '" 
• CLASSIFY ITERATIONS TO BE PERf0Rt.£D 
A.le@ TFM@ R, 1, 10 






























TEM1, 1, 10 
TEM3,1,10 
SCNT,1,10 
TEM1 ,o, 10 
A21 
S1 ,o, 10 
A22 
.. ADD SUBROUTINE 
51@ TF@ TEM5,STIN 
@ TF~ TEM6,PACK+2 
@ TF@ TESS,KTCL 
@ Bo@ •+24,-TEM6 
@ B@ •+24 
@ A1@ TESS,-TEM5 
CM@ TEM6,B1NH 













































































. . ... t. 
·J. l i 
,~ .. 
.1:. 


































































































--· ··--. -·-- •-. 
COMB-1,RP 
GCCH 9 -CCM3 
·A20 
TEM4, 1, 10 
s6,o, 10 
. - - ~--
'. ...... -- .. _, ... ..,. 
... "':,.---- ....... --... -· ~--·---· ... ·- --- .. ·-- ........ ·-----·--· .. , ....... - .. ' .... ' 
@ BTM@ S1,0 9 10 
@ - C@ TESS,KT 
Bt+@ A21 
@ TFM@ TEM4, PACK+2 
@ TFM@ LZER,O, 10 
A2~ BO@ A31,-TEM4 
AM@ LZER 9 1, 10 
@ AM@ TEM4 • 1, 10 
B@ A28 
A31@ Tf@ -TEM2,R 
At#& TEM2»21 10 
@ Tf@ -TEM2,SPAN 
@ TEM2,2, 10 
@ TF@ -TEM2 9 LZER 
@ AM@ TEM2,2, 10 
@ B@ A20 
·--·--·-·---··-· . "'-•~"-· .... ·-· ··----· ; . ~- ~-- .... ·,~· . -~ 
\" 
:: I 












f ,~ J 
... - ' ·- ."- ..,,..z , . ' 
B@ c3+6o 
C3@ A@ TESS,~S21-11 
@ AKI 521+11,5,10 
TFM8 -END,1,10 
C@ TESS,KT 
@ BNL@ A48 
@ AM@ GCNT,1,10 
" 
@ At@ END,1,10 
@ BNR@ C3,-=END 
@ SM@ END,1,10 
T~ -END,O 
TFM:$ CONT,1,10 
@ SM§ END,1,10 
i Bo@ *+24,-END l 
@ B@ •+48 
@ TDtJ@ -END,O 
CONT,1,10 




@ B@ *-24 
@ TF@ ENDH,END 
@ AM@ END,1,10 
TF~ -END,1,10 
@ TF@ CONG,CONT 















-.. ..... ........... , ... ,. ··--·· 
j 
I 
"'L· .. · ..... ~'"'"--1 .. -,;-, ... .:......,;..:, 'ti!tfA'..,t ,. c_: _ , ·••tt±ts: • 1•w1wnr •••n t n1_ J!l'ct.lua __ J;-.d.4P.l!II'~· .. ~ __ · _tf_, ............. ~- ........ ~- • 








, .. : 
•-· ' .. ~.. -;., 
:~ 
:·;,, 






























































• ·c<J.1BINATION REDUCTION 
A33@ AM@ TEM2,2 
. ··: 
.. t'' 
TF@ R,-TEM2 @ •" . f ;.f ·>· 
-~f 
------------·------.....:..-.--.---~--- ....... _t::'i. . AUi,;\ TEM2 1 2 . 
. ,._....,. __ ·-- . ......,. __ , ___ .--- ------...--.... _ ... ______ ... - .. -- . ~- -- - .. - ..- -.-- ------- •- •-· •- . . --, ' - .. 












































LAS 19 SPAN 
TEM8,LAS1 



















'· . ' . . . 





.•. -- . - ~- . . . ...... -- - . . - .. 
@ 






















TFM@ LZER 9 i, 1011 
. 
TFM@ · SHFC,O, 10 
TF@ N1 SPAN 




A@ TEM8 9 SPAN 
TF@ LAS 1, TEM8 
TC*@ 
- TEM8, 1 
SM@ TEM8, 1 
SM§ Rl.,1.,10 
BNE® A34 



























































TEM6 9 PACK+2 
TESS 9 t<TCL 







OUTl@ BNCl@ A36 
TFMe RHOL,GCNT 
68 

























































































~ "'r r 
: 





























• -. - - ' .....,_._,c..a.=~-= -~_.._...-~ . . --·' -. . .. ---~ -------· ----- .-




TD@ PERH-.3,PACK+I ., 
RCTY 














GCNTC, 1, 1011 
BNE@ PR·I N6 







@ TO@ PERH-3,PACl<+1 
._.i 
RCTY :\,, 
PREl@ WATY@ N5 
\tlNTY@ PERH-4 
iO,-· ·-·-···· . . - - . -- ~ --'"··~·-·- .......... _,,_ --.. --- -~ 
WATY@ N3 
\tlNTY@ PERH-2 
)/t :\ -·@ . WATY@. N4 
I ----
-=-· .· . 




\ PRIN4@ Tf@ PERH-1 ,GCNTM-3 
1 
\ 
@ CF@ PERH-5 
@ Sf@ PERH-3 
@ TF@ PERH, PERH-1 
I \ 
! 
l @ CF@ 
PERH-2 
I @ PERH-3,PACK+l 
@ RCTY 
PRE2@ WATY@ N5 
@ ~TY@ PERH-5 
@ WATY@ N3 
@ '«NTY@ PERH-2 
@ WATY@ N4 
JUMP2@ B@ A36 
PRIN5@ Tf@ PMEX,GCNTM 
@ ~ GCNTC,2, 10 




@ Cf@ PMEX-1 









PRGJI WATY@ N2 
@ WATY@ N3 
-@ WNTY@ PMEX-1 
WATY@ N8 
\\NTY@ PCEX 
@ WATY@ N4 
@ B@ PRIN3 
PRIN6@ TF@ PMEX.GCNTM 
@ GCNTC,2,10 
@ TD@ PCEX.GCNTC 
@ CF@ PMEX-7 
CF~ PCEX 
@ RCTY 
PRE3@ WATY@ N5 
@ WATY@ N3 
@ WNTY@ PMEX-7 
@ WATY@ N8 
@ WNTY@ PCEX 
@ WATY@ N4 
JUt.f4@ B@ A.36 
BC2@ OUT1+12 
• ITERATION PREPARATION ROUTINE 
., 
A36@ BTlvt@ s8,o, 10 
. 
' . 
@ TF@ FACM,MANTC 











. : . - --':. :.-.::;-.7~:r~.~"'~'" 




@ .. Tf@' R1,R 
SM§ Rl,1,10 
~ . TF@ R') '"" C..Jf\ 
@ R2,2,10 
5 TF@ DIFO,STIN 
~ Tf@ LEFL,STIN . ·~--. ' ' . ~'f .. ·. . . ' 
.. . ~ . .. . -·. . ., .. -, ~... . 
--
@ TfM@ TEM9,PACK+2 ' 
!. 
@ Bo@ *+60,-TEM9 
' 
@ Atl@ LEFL,5,10 
i 
t 
! D1F0v5.o10 i 
' 
@ A~ TEM9,1,10 
@ B@ •-48 
@ AM@ DIF0,5,10 
~ AMs TEM9,1,10 
@ Bo@ •+24,-TEM9 
@ B@ *-36 
@ TF@ STAD,LEFL 
(S SM@ STAD,5 
@ Sf@ STAD-2 
@ TF@ DIFH,DIFO 
\· 
@ TF@ DIFl,DIFO 
~ s~ DIFl,5.10 
~ C@ LEFL,DIFI 
@ BE@ *+36 
@,, TFM@ SHC1,0.10 






c@ TESS,KT ., 
.,... ',• . 
·" 
@ BNE@ A33 
@ AM@ ECNT,1,10 
·.·, ... , .. 
,.,.:':'!-C-.1 .. _.~ • 
-, B@ A33 
.. 
. ..... ; 
s@ TESS,-DIFO 
\ . ~1,., @ A@ TESS.-DIFI · 
.. 
-- :· ·, 
.. 
.. ·, - . ~- ,;..:. -
@ AM@ SHC 1, 1 • 10 .... ""'!·· 
I 
I ~ c@ TESS,KT 
I 
! @ BL@ A41 
j 
' I 
@ St-@ DIF0,5,10 




;! @ C@ LEFL.,DI Fl ~: •\ 
I 




t @ c~ R2,0,10 
~ BNE@ A55 
1 





@ TF@ 521+11.,DIFI 
@ s21+10,15,10 
@ A42 
A55@; At-@ LEFL,5,10 
($ A@ SHCl ,R2 
@ TF@ NP.,SHCl 
@ Tr~ RP,Rl 
@ C@ RP,NP 
: 
1· 



























































DI FO,DI FH 
DIFl,DIFH 
DI Fl .,5, 10 
R1 9 ll110 
R2,1,10 












.. ! •' :.1~;: •. .; . . 
;! ~·,. ~ =-'"".:-:: •..•• ,• ' •. ·-
. ., 













































































.. . >-1 . 
. ·..._,·· 
' • ··- .-,..~.,..,._ ...... ; •.• ~.',,Ll' ... ~~""""'-~'-!otU~~.!'l~~-~~~ .... ~j-~~-,~.~---· .. ~---1..,o-,'Fl,: .. ,,<-....... ,.~--·-~· . -·- -- - . 
.. , 
'") 
A42~ TF@ R5,R 
-
@ s~ R5, 1, 10 
,,.. TF@ R3,R ~ 
@ SM@ R3,2,10 
@ CM-s R3,0, 10 
. 
Cs BNE® *+24 
~ TFM@ R3,1,10 
(s TF® BINH.,BINC 
~ Tr@ R4,R 





@\ TFtv@ TEM3,PACK+2 
@ A@ TEM3~SHFC 
I (.S TF@ STAB,TEM3 
~ SF@ STAB-1 
@ TDtv@ -TEM3,1 
@ TEM3,1,10 
~ SMs R4, 1, 10 
@ BNE@ *-36 




@t TFtv'@ TEM3,PACK+2 
, 
A@ TEM3,SPAN ~ '' 'l 
• I 
I ; ! 
~ TD@ -TEM3 9 PACK+1 
~ SM@ TEMJ,1,10 i " ,._;! ., 
($ TF@ END,TEM3 
@ SF@ END-1 































































R4,1 9 10 
*-60 
TEM3,STIN . 
TEM4 9 PACK+2 
TEM3o5D10 











• SET UP FOR FAST ADD ROUTINE 
AD5@ TF@ S21+ 11 9 ST IN 
~ TF~ TEM4,PACK+2,10 
A~ 521 + 1 1 , 5, 1 O 
A~ TEM4, 1., 10 
C@ TEM4,END 
~.,,_..,__.,......, .. ,. __ ,-.:, ._ ~·· .. ,, .. _,_-_,_ .. 


























































.. . .,·. 
"~..,.....··-' .. 




.. . : .. 
. ·- ·•·-'··-.-' ... -~ .. ·~-.:_,._,_.,.,_"I .................. ~.-- -.... -
i TF@ STAB!#STABH 
TF@ STAD.STADH 




• SCAN AND ADD ROUTINE ,/
 . 
A47@ Tf@ 521+ 11,STAD 
@ TF@ S20+23,STAB ., 
es TF@ TESS.,KTCL 
-~-
52~ A~ s21+11,5,10 ·.• 
@ B~ 521,BINH 
(§ A~ 520+23,1,10 
Ce Be 520 
521@ A@ TESS,DATA 
@ A~ 520+23,1,10 
@ C@ 52o+23,END 
@ BNH@ 520 
521+10, 15, 10 
AD9@ A@ TESS,SP 
@ C@ TESS,KT 
@ BL@ AB3 
Alt.&@ BE@ A51-72 
~e 




• FORCE TRANSITIONS 
TF~ AD7+6,Cc»4P 
-END,O 











.]}#,, ' . 
------·- ---~---- ~ _ ~·-. _ TF@ END,COtiP 
'"--·-••-• •-•••-·-•·• ••••••-••-••>• ··--, •·-------.--o·•--•.o-.-••···••••• -·•·•-"• - •••-• ·••• 0•••••-·••--·-·•·-·--.---~ • ..-;- ...._,.._,;. o',;..., ... --·' ,_ ii-,---~........_. __ .··---·,._..;;......-, ---· " "'_.,.....,_.__ "< ";----"M~ 0' ~ ,, ~ • 
\ 
I 
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